Total Broadcast Cabling Solutions

AVHD3 High-Definition High-Density Cabling

There Just Isn’t Enough Time!

to connect directly to the equipment in the rack. Integrating AVHD3 into

Wireworks AVHD3 High-Definition/High-Density Interconnect System

using Wireworks unique AVHD3 rack assemblies and custom configured

can save you such a lot of time and aggravation, that you will

Link cables, high concentrations of BNC and similar discrete connectors

immediately remember that “TIME IS MONEY”.

become a thing of the past. Your whole system is up and running in no

AVHD3 is the most effective way to reduce the man-hours needed by
engineers and roadies alike to connect high numbers of coax cables.
Just think about this – you have 240 coax cables to connect between

your system is fast too. It’s the easiest drop-in solution available. By

time.

Lots of Audio?

two parts of your system, checking against a diagram or marker. How

AVHD3 isn’t just the solution for your coax cabling. Multiple balanced

long does that take?

audio connections are handled in the same convenient way! 230

Hours!

balanced audio connections can be installed on just one 3 unit rack
panel! That certainly beats a whole mess of XLR connectors! And just

And think of the possibility of making a mistake - then the time it takes to

like the coax cabling, the 16 gauge audio contacts in the AVHD3 multi-

correct it! With Wireworks AVHD3, this job will take less than 10 minutes

connectors are supplied ready terminated with audio cable to plug into

– and you can be sure there are no errors! That’s a real time-saver.

the equipment in your rack.

High Definition and High Density

Get Mixed Up

By using high-integrity, miniature coax contacts in road-tested,

With Wireworks AVHD3 High-Definition/High-Density Interconnect

extremely durable, multi-contact connectors, all your high-definition

System, coax and audio cabling can be integrated into a single system.

coax signal cables are connected or disconnected fast and simply. 24

Just let us know how much of which signals are needed and we will

precision coax contacts are safely housed in heavy duty connectors

supply you with the complete system, ready to use. At last, your cabling

and the whole assembly is supplied complete with the tails necessary

can be simple! Now you can relax. You’ll love it!
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Total Broadcast Cabling Solutions

AVHD3 High-Definition High-Density Cabling
Features Overview
•• Up to 240 coaxial connections in just 3 rack spaces.
•• Up to 230 balanced audio connections in just 3 rack spaces.
•• 72 coaxial connections in just 1 rack space.
•• Other configurations, including mixed video and audio systems to your
requirements.

•• No bulky awkward breakout boxes required. Your rack of equipment
remains connected in transit.
•• No further BNC interconnect cables required.
•• Set up time reduced to a minimum.
•• Gold contacts for best connectivity.

•• The fastest connections available.

•• Cast metal connector frames and backshells for added durability.

•• Simple and accurate connections.

•• High-grip strain relief and cable clamping.

•• Highest connector density available.

•• Choice of secure latching systems.

•• AVHD3 PictureLink can be configured exactly for your system. No
compromise is necessary. More or less coaxial connections, more or
less audio connections, control cables, data cables.. no problem.

•• Huge reduction in interconnect cables for any system
•• Wireworks Lifetime Warranty

•• Your complete system, both video in all it’s many formats, and audio all in the smallest possible space.
•• Convenient tails, terminated to your needs for easy connection directly
to your equipment.
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